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Imagery Script development 
Personalized scripts were developed because personal events trigger greater physiological 
reactivity and generate more intense emotional reactions than imagery of standardized non-
personal situations (1). Script Script generation employed the Scene Construction 
Questionnaires (2). Two stress scripts were developed from subjects’ descriptions of two 
recent personal stressful events that were reported to be "most stressful". Individual calibration 
of “most stressful” was determined by having the subjects rate their individual level of distress 
for each stressful situation on a 10-point Likert scale where “1=not at all stressful” and “10=the 
most stress they felt recently in their life.” Only situations rated as eight or above were used for 
script development. Examples include a breakup with a significant other, unemployment-
related stress, or death of a loved one. Two neutral-relaxing scripts were developed from 
participants’ individual experiences of commonly experienced neutral-relaxing situations, such 
as a summer day relaxing at the beach. Two favorite-food-cue scripts were developed based 
on subjects’ descriptions of two of their favorite foods and events associated with these foods.  
Example foods included cheesecake, ice-cream, and pizza (Supplemental Table 7). Each 
script was two minutes in length, audio-recorded, and presented during the fMRI session. 
 
Excerpt from a subject’s favorite-food script: Cheesecake 
It is around 9:30pm on New Year’s Eve. You are at home with Timothy…relaxing together 
watching…a movie. You remember tonight you get to have your favorite dessert ever. Your 
heart quickens. You think about the... cheesecake in the fridge. Your heart beats faster. You 
have wanted cheesecake since Thanksgiving. It was eaten up before you could get a piece! 
You feel a rush of excitement inside of you. It is only steps away. You eye the kitchen. “Let’s 
have a piece of cheesecake,” you say…  Your heart skips a beat. All you can think about is 
having that cheesecake. Your mouth waters. You can’t wait to taste that creamy sweet bite of 
heaven! Tim pauses the movie. You both get up and head to the kitchen. Your heart beats 
faster. Thoughts of the cream cheese and graham cracker crust come into your head. You feel 
a sense of being more alive. You really want it now. You open the refrigerator door. You can’t 
wait to get your hands on that cake! You reach into the refrigerator and pull out the 
cheesecake. You take it out of the box… Your eyes scan the cheesecake. Your mouth is 
watering. It looks perfect! You grab a plate. There are butterflies in your stomach. You grab a 
knife and two forks. Your heart skips a beat. You are ready to eat it! You feel restless and 
jittery.  You cut a huge piece! You grab a cup and take out the milk. All you can think about is 
this dessert!  You pour the milk. Your mouth is really watering now. You can’t stand the wait 
any longer. Your heart is racing. You walk back with your milk and plate. You sit down on the 
couch. It all looks so good. You want a bite so bad! You can’t wait to taste the sweet creamy 
texture and soft buttery crust. You feel a rush of excitement inside of you. You cut a piece with 
your fork. It is dense and creamy. You raise the fork to your lips and take a bite. It tastes so 
good. You are ready for another bite. 
 
fMRI imagery paradigm 
 Prior to fMRI, each individual received training on how to generate and maintain a mental 
image for 2-3 minutes. This imagery training has been shown to reduce inter-subject variability in 
the ability to visualize and imagine the described story (3). Each subject was also trained in 
progressive relaxation to ensure that they learned to focus on general body relaxation prior to 
fMRI and between imaging trials. 
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fMRI acquisition and analysis 
Images were obtained in the Yale Magnetic Resonance Research Center (MRCC) using a 3-
Tesla Siemens Trio MRI system equipped with a standard-quadrature head coil, using T2*-
sensitive gradient-recalled single-shot echo-planar pulse sequence.  Subjects were positioned 
and head movements were restrained. Anatomical images were obtained, with t1 flash (Fast 
Low Angle Shot) imaging in the axial plane parallel to the AC-PC line [repetition time (TR) = 
300 msec, echo time (TE) = 2.46 msec, bandwidth = 310 Hz/pixel, flip angle = 60°, field-of-
view = 220x220 mm, matrix = 256×256, 32 slices, slice thickness = 4mm, no gap]. Functional, 
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals were acquired using a single-shot-gradient 
echo-planar-imaging (EPI) sequence with 32 axial slices parallel to the AC-PC line covering 
the whole brain (TR = 2,000 msec, TE = 25 msec, bandwidth = 2005 Hz/pixel, flip angle = 85°, 
field-of-view = 220×220 mm, matrix = 64x64, 32 slices with slice thickness = 4mm, no gap, 150 
measurements). Once the functional images were collected, a high-resolution 3D 
Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient-Echo sequence (TR = 2530 ms; TE = 3.34 ms; 
bandwidth = 180 Hz/pixel; flip angle = 7°; slice thickness = 1mm; field-of-view = 256 × 256 mm; 
matrix = 256 x 256) was used to acquire sagittal images for multi-subject registration. 
 
fMRI analysis 
The raw data were converted from Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine format to 
Analyze format using XMedCon (4). The first ten images at the beginning of the functional 
series were discarded to enable the signal to achieve steady-state equilibrium between radio-
frequency pulsing and relaxation, leaving 180 measurements for analysis.  Images were 
motion-corrected using SPM5 for three translational and three rotational directions (5) 
discarding any trial with linear motion in excess of 1.5 mm or rotation greater than 2°.  At the 
individual subject level, data were analyzed using a General Linear Model (GLM) on each 
voxel in the entire brain volume with a regressor (time during imagery) for each trial per 
condition.  The recovery period was excluded from the data analysis and was not used as the 
baseline regressor due to the possibility of carryover effects from the imagery period. Each 
functional trial was spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian kernel and individually 
normalized to create β-maps (3.44mm × 3.44mm × 4mm).  To adjust for individual anatomical 
differences, three registrations were calculated within the Yale BioImage Suite software 
package (6; 7); 1) linear registration between the individual subjects’ raw functional data were 
made into a two-dimensional (2D) anatomical image, 2) the 2D anatomical image was then 
linearly registered to the individual's three-dimensional (3D) anatomical image (1×1×1 mm), 
and 3) the 3D anatomical image was non-linearly registered to the reference brain.  The 
reference image used was the Colin27 Brain (8) in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space 
(9).  All three registrations were applied sequentially to the individual normalized beta-maps to 
bring all the data into the common reference space. 
 We applied a linear mixed model in which the groups (obese and lean) and condition 
(favorite-food-cue, stress and neutral-relaxing) were treated as within subject fixed effect 
factors and the subject as a random effect factor using the Analysis of Functional 
NeuroImages (AFNI) 3dLME program. Results were masked and converted back into 
ANALYZE format for viewing in BioImage Suite. The BioimageSuite software employs a built in 
nonlinear transformation from Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) to Talairach coordinates 
(10). Data were corrected for multiple comparisons by the spatial extent of contiguous supra-
thresholded, individual voxels at p<0.01 for contrast brain maps and p<0.05 for correlations of 
a) food craving with neural responses and b) metabolic parameters with neural responses 
using a Monte Carlo simulation, as implemented by the AlphaSim module of the AFNI software 
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(11).  A smoothing kernel of 6mm and a connection radius of 6.296mm on 3.44mm × 3.44mm 
× 4mm voxels, was used to determine that an activation volume of 54 original voxels (1467 
mm3) satisfied the p<0.01 corrected threshold and that an activation volume of 231 original 
voxels (6248 mm3) satisfied the p<0.05 corrected threshold.  Whole-brain correlation analyses 
with food craving were also conducted using BioImage Suite with the application of AFNI 
AlphaSim family-wise-error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons. 
 Separate assessment of neural response to favorite-food-cue, stress-cue, and active 
control neutral-relaxing conditions were assessed for effectiveness of the manipulation 
condition. Both lean and obese groups showed activation of the corticolimbic-striatal regions in 
response to favorite-food-cue and stress conditions, and thalamic and auditory cortex 
activation in the neutral-relaxing condition (see Supplemental Fig 1a-i). In contrast maps of 
neutral-relaxing condition, obese group versus lean group, there was no difference in 
activation. Thus, the neutral-relaxing condition was used as an active comparison state in 
between-group contrasts as in prior studies (2). Regions of interest (ROIs) generated from the 
food craving correlations were masked with the ROIs generated from the metabolic parameter 
correlations creating an intersection ROI map where both the food craving and metabolic 
parameters correlated with the activation map.  A cluster size of 108 was subsequently applied 
the overlap maps. 
 
Mediation Model Analyses 
 In order to test the proposed mediation model (examine whether corticolimbic-striatal 
brain regions were statistically mediating the effect of HOMA-IR on food craving), we used 
ordinary least squares (OLS) and ordered logistic regressions to test pathways a, b, c, and 
c’.(Figure 4b).  The “a” pathway represents unstandardized beta from the OLS regression of 
HOMA-IR values (independent variable) on the proposed mediator, in this case regional brain 
activations during the three conditions (favorite-food cue, stress, and neutral-relaxing 
conditions). The “b” pathway represents the ordered logistic regression of the mediator, 
regional brain activations, on subjective food craving ratings (dependent variable).  The “ab” 
pathway represents the effect of HOMA-IR values on food craving ratings via the effects of the 
mediator, regional brain activation (this pathway is also known as the indirect effect of HOMA-
IR value on food craving ratings). The “c” pathway represents the ordered logistic regression of 
HOMA-IR value on food craving ratings without regional brain activations in the model.  The 
“c′” pathway represents the ordered logistic regression of HOMA-IR value on food craving 
ratings while controlling for the effects of the mediator, regional brain activation (the “c′” 
pathway is also called the direct effect of HOMA-IR value on food craving ratings as it 
represents the effects of HOMA-IR on food craving independent of brain activations). Models 
were run for HOMA-IR with neural response in clusters of neural activation observed in each of 
the three conditions as the mediating variables, food craving ratings as the dependent variable. 
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Supplementary Table 1. Group Demographics and metabolic parameters.  Groups were defined by 
body mass index: lean (BMI 18.5-24.9 kg/m2) and obese (BMI > 30 kg/m2) and matched according to 
age, gender, race, and education. 
 

   Obese   Lean 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA        (N=25)         (N=25) p 
Age (yrs) (mean±SD)  26.2 ± 6.7 26.2 ± 6.8 ns 
Gender (Female) N(%)  10 (40) 9 (36) 0.22 
Race (Caucasian) N(%)  15 (60) 19 (76) 0.36 
Education (yrs) (mean±SD)  14.9 ± 2.4 15.9 ± 3.1 ns 
BMI (kg/m2)* (mean±SD)  32.6 ± 2.22 22.9 ± 1.5 <0.0001* 
Weight (lbs)* (mean±SD)  215 ± 28.0 154 ± 17.0 <0.0001* 
Height (inches) (mean±SD)  68 ± 3.3 68 ± 3.7 ns 
METABOLIC PARAMETERS**         
Insulin, fasting (uU/mL) (mean±SD) 16 ± 5.8 11.1 ± 3.7 0.0012 
Glucose, fasting (mg/dL) (mean±SD) 94 ± 8.2 91.2 ± 7.1 0.1889 
HOMA-IR*** (mean±SD)  3.8 ± 1.4 2.5 ± 1.0 0.0013 

*Statistically significant difference between groups (p < 0.0001); Fisher ex; Chi Sq; 
**Metabolic parameters N=22 (Lean), N=21 (Obese) 
***HOMA-IR = [Glucose (mg/dL) x Insulin (μU/mL)] ÷ 405.  
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Supplementary Table 2.  Regional brain activation.  Observed in between-condition contrasts. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBESE GROUP Broadmann Area Laterality t score volume
Favorite-food cue vs. neutral-relaxing cue x y z (mm3)

Middle temporal gyrus 38 Left 53 -5 -19 3.02 2094
Thalamus, superior and middle temporal gyrus, angular gyrus, inferior   21,22,39 Left -40 -35 9 3.21 45517
Middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus 21,22 Right 56 -31 1 3.16 8570
Insula, putamen, inferior frontal gyrus 47,46,45,44,8,6 Left -41 15 14 3.07 20773
Anterior cingulate 6,8,9,10 Bilateral -5 32 30 3.02 21825
Posterior cingulate 23, 31, 7 Bilateral -1 -48 30 3.40 17785

Stress cue vs. neutral-relaxing cue
Cerebellum          Left -38 -75 -25 3.03 2321
Superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus 38,47 Right 47 16 -5 2.94 1515
Middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus 21,22 Left -52 -28 -1 3.23 14239
Inferior frontal gyrus 47,45,44 Left -41 15 -1 3.13 9631
Middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus 21 Right 50 -32 -1 2.94 3080
Anterior cingulate 6,8,9,10 Bilateral -3 34 32 3.18 36925
Superior temporal gyrus, angular gyrus 39 Left -52 -53 21 3.10 4772
Posterior cingulate 23, 31, 7 Bilateral -3 -52 31 3.52 11246

LEAN GROUP
Favorite-food cue vs. neutral-relaxing cue

Posterior cingulate 23, 31, 7 Bilateral 2 -62 37 2.82 2412
Stress cue vs. neutral-relaxing cue

none

Note: Whole-brain FWE corrected, thresholds at p  <0.01, Talairach coordinates were used

          Coordinates
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Supplementary Table 3.  Regional brain activation.  Observed in correlations with metabolic parameters. 
HOMA-IR Correlation with Conditions

OBESE GROUP Broadmann Area Laterality Coordinates r score
HOMA-IR correlation with favorite-food cue x y z

Putamen, insula, thalamus, hippocampus, cerebellum, brainstem, fusiform 6,44,45 Bilateral -7 -39 -15 0.52
Inferior frontal gyrus 8,10,44,45 Right 34 26 9 0.52
Medial frontal cortex, anterior and posterior cingulate  6,8,9 Bilateral -10 6 39 0.52

HOMA-IR correlation with stress cue
Putamen, caudate, insula, amygdala, hippocampus, parahippocampus, temporal lobe  20,38,47 Right 37 4 -3 0.52
Putamen, insula 6,38,44,47  Left -42 1 5 0.52
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 8,9,10 Right 27 32 21 0.52
Primary sensory cortex, pariatal lobe 39,40 Right 31 -32 42 0.51

HOMA-IR correlation with neutral-relaxing cue
Putamen, caudate, insula, thalamus, brainstem, anterior and posterior cingulate 10, 22, 38, 47 Bilateral -5 -6 5 0.52

Fasting Insulin Correlation with Conditions
OBESE GROUP

Insulin correlation with favorite-food cue
Insula, inferior frontal gyrus  10,44,45,47 Right 37 22 4 0.51
Cerebellum, brainstem, fusiform  Bilateral -1 -55 -25 0.51

Insulin correlation with stress cue
Insula, putamen, nucleus accumbens 22,38,39,40,47 Right 41 -5 1 0.53
Insula, putamen, amygdala 6,22,38,44,47 Left -38 1 -3 0.53
Superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal  gyrus 8,9,10 Right 27 32 20 0.53
Posterior cingulate, primary sensory and primary motor cotrex 5,7,40 Bilateral 13 -35 52 0.51

Insulin correlation with neutral-relaxing cue
Putamen, nucleus accumbens, insula 6,38,44,45,47 Right 37 2 -3 0.50
Primary sensory 5,7 Bilateral 14 -36 53 0.48

LEAN GROUP
Insulin correlation with neutral-relaxing cue

Visual 17,18 Right 12 -76 10 -0.49

Fasting Plasma Glucose Correlation with Conditions
OBESE GROUP

Glucose correlation with favorite-food cue
Caudate, thalamus, hippocampus, brainstem, anterios cingulate 44,46 Bilateral -1 -11 16 0.54

Glucose correlation with stress cue
Cerebellum          Left -9 -62 -29 -0.52
Cerebellum          Right 32 -73 -28 -0.54
Whitematter near caudate  Right 24 -31 21 -0.54
Whitematter near caudate  39 Left -28 -38 21 -0.55
Frontal cortex 8,9,10 Bilateral 0 50 24 -0.54

Glucose correlation with neutral-relaxing cue
Putamen, caudate, insula, thalamus, cerebellum, brainstem, fusiform, 6,8,9,10,21,22,39,40,44,45,46,47 Bilateral -1 -17 10 0.57
      anterior and posterior cingulate

LEAN GROUP
Glucose correlation with favorite-food cue

Parahippocampus, fusiform 7,19,39 Left -37 -63 11 0.51

Note: No regional brain activation correlations in lean group: with HOMA-IR with stress, insulin with food-cue and stress, and glucose with stress. 
Whole-brain FWE corrected, thresholds at p <0.05, Talairach coordinates were used.
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Supplementary Table 4.  Regional brain activation. Observed in correlations with food craving ratings. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBESE GROUP Broadmann Area Laterality r value volume
Food craving correlation with favorite-food cue x y z (mm3)

Caudate, thalamus, hippocampus, cerebellum, midbrain, posterior cingulate Bilateral 2 -23 6 0.48 51933
Food craving correlation with stress cue

Hippocampus, fusiform, inferior temporal gyrus Right 33 -42 2 0.48 10897
Putamen, caudate, insula, anterior cingulate 15 15 18 0.47 21875

Food craving correlation with neutral-relaxing cue
Cerebellum          Left -33 -64 -28 0.47 7837
Caudate, thalamus, hippocampus, poterior cingulate Bilateral -5 -21 9 0.46 45790
Angular gyrus 39,40 Right 39 -52 37 0.45 6934

LEAN GROUP
Food craving correlation with favorite-food cue

Visual, temporal lobe       Bilateral 10 -67 16 0.49 40897
Motor cotex, parietal lobe        Bilateral 0 -35 51 0.47 18079

Food craving correlation with neutral-relaxing cue
Inferior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex        Left -22 24 31 -0.47 10013

Note: Whole-brain FWE corrected, thresholds at p <0.05, Talairach coordinates were used.

Coordinates
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Supplementary Table 5. Regional brain activation. Overlapping neural responses to food craving and HOMA-IR in obese 
individuals.  Overlap maps were generated from individual maps thresholded at p<0.05, FWE-corrected that examined within 
each condition the correlations between: 1) brain activation and HOMA-IR values; and 2) brain activation and subjective food 
craving values.  

OBESE GROUP: HOMA-IR intersection with Food Craving
Laterality volume

Favorite-food cue condition x y z mean SD** mean SD (mm3)
Thalamus, brainstem Bilateral -14 -18 2 0.52 0.06 0.48 0.05 2896
Cerebellum            Bilateral -5 -48 -29 0.54 0.06 0.47 0.06 2971
Posterior cingulate, white matter           Bilateral -11 -27 25 0.49 0.03 0.51 0.05 948
Frontal gyrus, broadmann area 8 Right 17 17 29 0.52 0.05 0.49 0.07 476

Stress condition
Putamen, insula Right 34 0 4 0.52 0.04 0.46 0.04 374
Middle frontal gyrus, broadmann areas 8,9,10 Right 25 33 24 0.54 0.05 0.48 0.05 1238

Neutral-relaxing condition
Caudate, thalamus, hippocampus, midbrain  Bilateral -4 -14 12 0.53 0.06 0.46 0.04 20344

*HOMA-IR = homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance, **SD = standard deviation

HOMA-IR* Food CravingCoordinates
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Supplementary Table 6.  Neural responses mediate the relationship between HOMA-IR and food craving. 
 

Overlapping regional brain 
activation 

Effect of  
HOMA-IR on 

regional brain 
activation  

Effect of  
regional brain 
activation on 
food craving  

Effect of 
HOMA-IR on 
food craving 

Effect of HOMA-IR on 
food craving 

controlling for regional 
brain activation  

Effect of HOMA-IR on 
food craving mediated 

by regional brain 
activation†  

   Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect 
 a path b path c path c′ path a x b path (CI) 
Favorite-Food Cue     
 Thalamus, brainstem 0.092* 7.437* 0.676 -0.007 0.683* (0.21-1.64) 
 Cerebellum 0.096* 7.086* 0.676 0.004 0.672* (0.11-1.25) 
 Posterior cingulate 0.081* 9.062* 0.676 0.053 0.623* (0.10-1.40) 
 Medial frontal gyrus, 

BA 8 0.049* 12.412* 0.676 0.072 0.604* (0.06-1.25) 

 
Stress Cue 

    
 

 Putamen, insula 0.068* 10.846* 0.423 -0.318 0.742* (0.20-1.41) 
  

Middle frontal gyrus 
(right), BA 8, 9, 10 

0.064* 14.096* 0.423 -0.474 0.897* (0.18-1.86) 

Neutral-Relaxing      
   Caudate, thalamus, 

hippocampus, 
brainstem 

0.107* 2.708 0.141 -0.148 0.289 (-0.34-1.42) 

Note: HOMA-IR is the independent variable, food craving is the dependent variable, and regional brain activation is the mediator; 
numbers listed in each column are regression coefficients; CI = confidence interval, BA = Broadmann Area; *denotes statistical 
significance (p<0.05). †As shown in Figure 4b, the effect of HOMA-IR on Food Craving was significantly mediated by brain 
activation in specific regions per condition as indicated. 
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Supplementary Table 7. Favorite-foods described by individuals utilized in creating personalized imagery scripts. Obese and 
lean subjects described their favorite foods and the stories associated with preparing, obtaining, and eating the particular desired 
foods.  The stories were then scripted, audio recorded, and played back to each subject during the fMRI session (as per 
methods section). The values in parentheses indicate the number of times a favorite-food item was describes by subjects in each 
group. The foods are listed in order of reported frequency. Of note, some subjects had a combination of foods listed (e.g., burger 
with onion rings). 
 

Obese subjects Lean subjects 
Chicken (12) (wings, fingers, Popeye’s) Chicken (8) (fried, BBQ, nuggets, Marcala, roasted) 
Dessert (8) (cheese cake, cookies, waffles)* Dessert (7) (cheese cake, cookies, waffles)* 
Ice-cream (6) (including Dairy Queen Blizzards) Pizza (5) (sausage, mushroom, pepperoni) 
Pizza (5) (bacon, sausage, onion) Burgers (5) 
Beef (5) (steak, ribs, sirloin) Ice-cream (4) (including Ben & Jerry’s) 
Chinese (4) (Gen Tso’s, beef & broccoli) Pasta (4) 
Thai/Vietnamese food (3) (pho, Pad Thai) Cheese w/ carbohydrate (4) (nachos, grilled 

cheese) 
Seafood (3) (crab with butter) Seafood (4) (with butter) 
Pasta/noodles (3) (mac n’ cheese, noodle soup) Beef (3) (ribs, beef tips, meatballs) 
Burgers (2) Onion Rings (2) 
Sausage, pot roast (2) Thai (1) 
Eggplant parmesan (2) Tomato (1) 
Onion Rings (1) Fries (1) 

 
* excluding ice-cream 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Conditions. Neural responses to favorite-food cue (FC), stress cue (S), and neutral-relaxing (N) 
conditions in a) obese subjects and b) lean subjects (threshold of p<0.01, FWE-corrected, t-values: 2.685-12.110).  Statistically 
significant between group mean differences were found in the favorite-food cue and stress condition.  No statistically significant 
different between group means was found in the neutral-relaxing condition. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Brain contrast maps (Group comparisons). (a) Favorite-food-cue 
condition: obese vs. lean and (b) stress condition: obese vs. lean (threshold of p<0.05, FWE-
corrected).  Obese versus lean subjects during the favorite-food-cue condition showed 
increased activation of striatum (putamen), insula, amygdala, the frontal cortex including 
Broca’s area, and the premotor cortex.  In the stress condition, the obese group showed 
greater activation compared to the lean in multiple brain regions, particulary occipital cortical 
regions involved in visual processing. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Whole-brain, voxel-based correlation analyses with metabolic 
measures.  Axial brain slices showing correlations between neural responses in the favorite-
food cue, stress cue, and neutral-relaxing condition with (a) HOMA-IR (b) fasting insulin, and 
(c) fasting plasma glucose in obese and lean individuals (threshold of p<0.05, FWE-corrected, 
t-values:0.001-0.0000001).  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Whole-brain, voxel-based correlation analyses with food craving.  
Axial brain slices showing correlations between food-craving ratings and neural activation in 
the favorite-food-cue condition in the a) obese and b) lean groups (thresholded at p<0.05, 
FWE-corrected).  Representative scatterplots are presented from key relevant brain regions 
within each group and by condition. The color scale indicates significance values. R, right; L, 
left. Talairach coordinate z-levels are indicated. 
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